Software tool construction is a risky business, with uncertain rewards. Many tools never get used. This is a truism: software tools, however brilliantly conceived, well-designed, and meticulously constructed, have little impact unless they are actually adopted by real programmers. While there are no sure-fire ways of ensuring that a tool will be used, experience indicates that retar~etabili~y is an important enabler for wide adoption. In this paper, we elaborate on the need for retargetability in software tools, describe some mechanisms that have proven useful in our experience, and outline our future research in the broader area of inter-operability and retargetability.
Introduction
Low productivity and unsatisfactory quality are persistent problems in large software systems projects. C A S E tools promise significant improvements in various aspects of software development, including productivity, quality, and repeatability. However, the introduction of new technology in the form of innovative tools, specially in large projects, is fraught with dit~culty. While we focus primarily on tool inter-operability (the last item listed below) we list some other key failure modes:
S c a l a b i l i t y Innovative tools are often not intended for large-scale application; the emphasis, specially in research environments, is. often placed on proving the concept in a medium scale system, rather than on production use in large systems. For example, a tool intended for interactive use that runs at about 1-lOKlines/minute is not usable in large scale applications with hundreds of thousands or millions of lines of code. Inadequate performance can hinder adoption.
C u s t o m i z a b i l i t y Software development organizations, specially in large, long-running projects, have localized and specialized development processes that are both designed to meet the needs of the specific application, and adapted to the culture of the organization. Software tools work best if their operation is well-tuned to existing processes. Thus, a tool that generate8 paper output may not be helpful in an email-based culture.
F a m i l i a r i t y Developers are pressured by schedules, and keenly aware of the need to meet cost, schedule or quality requirements. This engenders a conservative bias towards simple, and/or familiar tools, even if somewhat outdated. Builders of complex tools with steep learning curves (even ones promising significant gains) face the daunting hurdle of convincing busy developers to invest training time.
I n t e r -o p e r a b i l i t y . Large and/or well-established projects have various tool infra-structures in place, such as project code repositories, build procedures, software versioning and defect tracking mechanisms etc.
These infta-structures are highly tuned to local needs, and can be very expensive to build and maintain. A software tool that cannot readily inter-operate with such entrenched development infta-structures cannot be adopted easily.
The focus of this paper is on inter-operability and retargetability in software tools; we also argue that as a side-effect of retargetability, sometimes we can make new tools look familiar.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, we describe the motivations for retargetability. Next, we discuss the difficulties of designing and building retargetable tools. We then present two examples of retargetable tools: CHIME and GENOA. Finally, we conclude after a description of some ongoing research.
W h y Retargetability?
While innovative software tools promise substantial gains in productivity, quality, and interval, there are significant hurdles that have to be overcome before they can be adopted in large software projects. In our research, some of these hurdles have been overcome by making software tools more retargetable. In this section, we describe some issues that are addressed by retargetable tools: build cornple~i~y, dialectical ~a~ar~ts, ~ser-i~terface familiarity and ~of~lJa~ F~use.
Build Complexity
Large, complex software systems can have build procedures that can themselves be very complex. The system may be partioned into literally thousands of headerand source-files. The process of compiling and linking these is controlled by build scripts. These can run into thousands of lines of Makefile-style code. Build scripts can capture different types of dependencies between files, configuration descriptions for different localized versions of the system for different markets, or rules for compiling under different compilers/architectures. Build scripts are typically highly complex and brittle. Relative to their size, maintaining these scripts costs more and is harder than than maintaining code [32] .
Consider a new software tool that statically analyses source code for some purpose (style checkers, test coverage tools etc). Such a tool must be run over all the source files, with the proper include paths, command line options etc set correctly. Adopting such a tool would involve extensive changes the build scripts. The cost of making these changes must be compared with the potential benefits of using the tool itself. In organizations with tight schedules and short investment time-horizons, this represents a major hurdle. A tool that required minimal adaptation to the build procedures has a significant advantage. One way to accomplish this would be build the tool to have a similar "command line signature" to the compiler used in the project; this would require fewer changes to the build process to accommodate the tool. We can do this with a tool that can be retargeted to the existing compiler.
Language/Dialectic Variance
There are serious efforts underway to standardize popular languages such as C, C++ and Java. However, tool builders are burdened with the significant task of supporting legacy systems that conform to specific dialects of the languages, such as for example the original "K&R" dialect of C, older versions of C++ (2.1), Java etc. The author is also aware of several proprietary variants of "C" that are used in large industrial software projects, which are not compatible with widely available compilers. In addition, consider the fact that there are several populax platforms for C++ development that differ in subtle ways: Visual C++, the GNU C++, the EDG C++ etc. Each of these C++ compilers work best with a particular variant of the required header files; porting files from one dialect to another is a non-trivial effort. [17] has a large family of tools (e.g., [26] ) that exploit a common internal representation. The REFINE [24] system uses a common shared repository for ASTs. The Rigi [30] family of tools also shares a common repository. There are numerous other examples.
However, representations used by different tool families are not always compatible. Thus the popular and widely used REFINE and Arcadia formats are not compatible; nor are the equally popular CIA and RIGI formats. For the tool builder, this presents a quandary: the use of one of these formats offers many advantages; on the other hand an early commitment to a specific format limits the potential market for the tool. Here again, there is a strong argument for building tools that are retargetable to different shared repository formats.
Software Reuse
Lurking in all the discussions above is an underlying concern with software reuse. Retargetable software tools can usually reuse a large software infra structure: repositories, parse trees, build scripts etc all embody valuable investments in software, which the tool builder or tool adopter will have otherwise to re-create.
All the well-known advantages of software reuse [19] accrue to the retargetable software tool. Risks, costs and interval are reduced by avoiding development of critical elements. Quality is also enhanced (in many cases) my re-using tested, mature code. If the reused, existing software has external user-interfaces, the users' familiarity with the existing software is leveraged.
Retargeting Barriers
There are many advantages to designing software tools to be retargetable. However, there are difficult design and implementation issues that must be faced while constructing a retargetable tool. We describe some of these below, using the example of a static analysis tool.
Consider implementing a static analysis tool to perform coding conventions checking on a source program [12] . Such a tool typically starts with the abstract syntax tree (AST) of a program. Many compilers build a fairly complete AST which they use ultimately for code generation. Hence, for all the reasons mentioned above, it would be desirable to build source code analysis tool around such a compiler; indeed, it would be desirable to build a source code analysis tool to be retargetable, so it can work with an existing compiler. However, this is not always easy to do. We describe several types of difficulties: .
Complete chemical process-control systems incorporating both measurement and control, but which only communicate externally through tape logs and consoles;
4. Compilers and source code analysis tools, both of which build and use abstract syntax trees, but do not inter-operate.
Systems that are closed are not easy to inter-operate with; thus, it not easy attach them to retargetable tools.
Interface Design
"Attaching to" a closed legacy system can be conceived as opening a window to its inner workings, so that another system may receive information from it, as well as affect its state. It may be desirable to provide an interoperable interface to the system, perhaps in the context of a standard such as CORBA [22] or COM [1] . This can be a non-trivial design problem. Interface design must balance several conflicting goals:
Simplicity The interface must be simple~ welldocumented, and comprehensible to both the clients of the interface and the implementors. An overly complex interface with poor or inconsistent documentation is unlikely to be useful.
Functionality A large closed legacy system typically provides a large and diverse set of functions. It may be desirable to access many of these functions via with open standards. Unfortunately, more functionality leads to large, complicated interfaces. For a complicated closed legacy system, the trade-off between simplicity and functionality complicates interface design.
Extensibility Inevitably, a successful effort at "opening" up a closed legacy system leads to increased use. This usually leads to calls for changes and extensions to the original interface; initial interface design should consider the likely need for later extensibility.
Compatibility/ImplementabUity The interface design must be implementable; there should be any fundamental reason why such an interface is difficult to build. This falls under the issue of architectural mismatch, which we consider next.
Architectural Mismatches
The study of software architecture, beginning with [23] has emphasized the importance of styles [27] . In particular, Garlan [13] has explored difficulties arising out of architectural mi.wnatch.. Two systems based on incompatible architectural styles can be difficult to bring together. For example, if two C or C++-based systems, both of which include a "main" routine have to be integrated into one executable, some re-structuring of the code will be required. As another example, a system based on an interrupt-driven style may be difficult to integrate together with a system programmed in an event-loop based style.
A more complex example: consider a process-control system, which monitors and controls a chemical plant. The system uses a standard real-time system architecture with a single process handling a fixed number of tasks at differing priorities, and with different deadlines. High levels of reliability would be required, and the (legacy) software might have been developed with safety-criticality in mind_ It is desired to make this system web-accessible; a web client should be able to view the status of the system. To do this, a web server needs to be integrated with the system. This presents various difficulties. The existing system design does not aUow multiple processes; so a web server cannot be simply added to the system. So it would be necessary to hand-code the web service as an additional task within the existing roster of tasks handled by the lone executing process. Issues such as the priority of the web service task, the handling of time-outs (in case the web service is pre-empted by other tasks) etc. would have to be carefully considered.
In summary, while retargetability offers several advantages, there are some serious difficulties that arise in any specific effort.
Retargeting Experiences
We have and continue to build retargetable software tools. In this section, we describe our experiences with different systems, and the lessons learned.
The CHIME Experience
Program understanding is a significant and timeconsuming component of software development. Source code browsers support this task by exposing implicit relationships in the source code (between function call sites and the definitions of the functions, for example) as hypertext links. Software development environments often provide built-in hypelrtext browsing for source code. However, few of these source code hypertext systems are as powerful, sophisticated, compatible, dynamic and feature-rich as the the world-wide web. The goal of the Chime [11] system is to bring the rich (and getting richer) infra-structure of the world-wide web to existing software development environments. Chime is a domain-specific framework that generates link-insertion engines that in- [20] . Chime allows the creation of different "views" of a source file, that expose different links; thus, it can be tuned for different tasks and different users. Chime needs certain information to insert these links: for example, the position of function calls, and the location of function definitions. This information is typically stored in repositories in software development environments. As discussed above in Section 2.4, different repositories use different formats; this makes it difficult to get the needed information out. Chime addresses this problem by adopting an interface very similar to the open database connect (ODBC) standard for accessing databases. This interface includes facilities for querying databases, iterating over the tuples in a database relation, and accessing attributes in a tuple. To use Chime in conjunction with an existing software repository, it is sufficient to implement this interface. Once this is done, it is possible to specify several different types of views comprising different groupings of HTML links; users can then browse source code with WWW clients using these views.
The core retargetable component of Chime is the repository interface. As discussed in Section 3.2. This presented several challenges. There are several possible variations in repositories. Different data models could be used: relational, entity-relationship, object-oriented, semantic, hierarchical, etc. Each of these models would require a different style of interface for data access: eg., the notion of "relation" and "tuple" does really exist in a semantic data model. We felt that an interface to accommodate all these different data models would make the interface, as well as the Chime system very complex. So we chose to accommodate a relational style, with some extensions for set-valued attributes. While different relational databases provide somewhat different APIs, we settled on an ODBC-style interface, which is mature and has broad coverage. Clearly, there is a trade-off here: it would be easiest to implement this interface for relational repositories; others would be not as easy. On the positive side, with reference to the discussion in Section 2, the retargetability aspects of Chime provide several advantages. Software Reuse: In addition to the formidable, sophisticated, rapidly evolving base of software available for the WWW, the software used to construct the repository is leveraged.
Build Complexity: By reusing the existing repository, Chime precludes the need to modify the build procedure in order to introduce a new tool. The use of the existing repository also avoids the need to construct parsers for different dialects of programming languages etc.
The GENOA/GENII Experience
Consider the problem of building static source code analyzers for C++ programs. Here are some typical tasks:
.
2.
For each file, print all locations where variables are modified, and where they are simply accessed (without regard to alinsing, pointers etc).
Find method calls of all types (constructor, destructor, overloaded operator, etc) and report their locations (file, line number).
3. Report all cases where a destructor is not virtual.
The tasks above involve reading in the source code, performing lexical analysis, parsing, scoping analysis, type checking etc; finally, the resulting annotated AST can be processed for the indicated analysis task. While a tool specialized for each of the tasks above would be hard to build, there is much in common across all such tools. In fact, these tools would only differ by the final processing done with the decorated AST. In GENOA, the above examples (and other similar tools) are implemented by writing an AST traversal in a high-level language that is specialized for processing ASTs. One may think of this language as "a query language for ASTs". Most of the above tools can be implemented in a few lines in this language. Full details of GENOA can be found in [10] , and the software is available free [9] .
Conceptually, GENOA rests on the notion of querying ASTs, and is independent of a specific language, or a particular representation of an AST in terms of specific data structures. Given a specific language on a specific platform, it is necessary to tokenize and parse the languag e to construct the abstract syntax tree. In some cases, as with over-loaded operators in C+÷, it is even necessary to Figure 1 : Sample GENII specifications use semantic information in order to recognize something as an over-loaded operator. Languages like C++ have complex interactions between syntax and semantics. For example, the declaration "typedef int FO0" in C and C++ changes the lexical role of the token "F00" from an identifier to a type name. Constructing a parser to build an AST for C++ is quite a time-consuming task, requiring a great deal of manual effort beyond the support provided by tools based on purely grammatical descriptions such as Yacc [16] , CENTAUR [3], Refine [24] , etc. In addition, there are many dialectical variants of C and C++, with their own idiosyncrasies. Thus there are many good reasons to attempt to' reuse an existing AST builder. GENOA relies on a subsystem called GENII, which makes the AST querying mechanism retargetable.
The GENII language is designed to model AST implementations. Some sample GENII specifications for a function call AST node are shown in figure 4.2: This specification indicates that a function call (line 1) is a kind of Expression (defined elsewhere, not shown). In this implementation it is represented (end of line 1) by a data structure (line 2) of type UNARYEXPR *. Assuming that a variable p is of this type, the test p -> nodetype == E_FUNCALL can be used to check if p really points to a Funcall node. A function call node includes information about the line number and file name where it occurs (lines 3,4) the name of the function being called (line 5) and a list of arguments (line 6). The actual code to extract this information is shown within "< ... >". Of course, a fun GENII specification describing all the details of an AST implementation is quite large. For example, the GENII specification that retargets GENOA to a C++ compiler includes descriptions of about 300 AST node types, and is about 1600 lines long. This approach has been used successfully to retarget GENOA to 3 different C++ compilers, one C compiler, and one Java parser. We have realized several advantages with this approach, as summarized in Section 2 1. Build Complexity: As described in Section 2.1, the use of an existing parser/compiler in GENOA analysis tools is a major advantage. In the case of GEN++ [9] , which is based on a widely used C++ compiler, generated analysis tools have exactly the same "command-line signature" as the compiler. Build procedures can invoke the source code analysis tools exactly as they invoke the compiler to compile the source code. In our experience, incorporating a GEN++ tool into an existing compiler typically involves changing only a few lines in the make scripts.
2. Software Reuse: Most software analysis tools use a custom C++ parser. Tools such as CIA [6] and Cscope [29] use this approach. As discussed earlier, this can be a difficult and time-consuming task. It is better to re-use and adapt an existing parser: e.g., CIA++ [14] uses the parser component of a C++ compiler. However this adaptation process must be carried out for each analysis tool. With the GENOA approach, we model the data structures in an existing parser using the GENII language, and use this model to construct an entire range of analysis tools.
Language/Dialectic
Variance: GENOA offers a solution to the problem (Section 2.2) of dialectic variance: by retargeting the parse tree querying engine to a parser for a specific dialect, it becomes possible to produce an analysis capability for that dialect. In general, is better to re-use an existing, validated, well-proven parser for a dialect rather than developing a new one (or adapting an existing one to suit the new dialect).
These advantages of retargetability were obtained as a result of careful design trade-offs that were made in order to address the difficulties in constructing retargetable tools.
1. Closed Legacy Systems: GENOA can make use of ASTs constructed by systems where the AST not intended to be reused in other contexts. For example, one port of GENOA, v/z., GEN++, makes use of a widely used C++ compiler, that has a very complex AST representation, consisting of several dozen classes and a few hundred different methods. The compiler was intended to be a closed system, not designed for interoperability with other systems. The AST representation was designed specifically for use within the compiler, and thus simplicity and interoperability was not a goal. The GENII system can be used to model this complex representation once and for all; after this, the complexity can be hidden from the tool builder. In this manner, the intricate details of the closed legacy compiler are made open for use by a whole family of source code analysis tools.
Interface Complexity:
GENOA takes a very specific view of ASTs that is suitable for source code analysis tools. Analysis tools need to traverse an AST node and its descendants, unparse and print the node, identify the corresponding location in the source code, etc. The GENII interface description must identify code within the legacy parser that performs all these functions. As shown in figure 4.2, there are functions provide to traverse the different components of an AST node (the called function name associated with a function call, etc). GENI-I also provides a simplified model of collections and lists, such as the statements in a function body or the arguments to a function call. However, GENOA is designed mainly for analysis tasks; so the interface that GENII provides to the legacy AST is quite restricted. For example, GENOA does not allow tool builders to modify the AST. In addition, the access to the AST is navigationally restricted. There is no notion of propagating values up or down the AST, as can be done with attribute-grammar based approaches [25] . Thus, if an analysis tool is exploring one portion of the AST, there is no systematic way to look at a related part of the AST; in general, such non-local accesses must be done using standard stack or global variables. However, in practice, the compromises made in this interface have not proven a barrier to users; a range of applications have been reported [2, 4, 5, 31, 21, 15, 18] 
Future Work: retargetable debuggers
Our current research is focused on a different task: debugging programs. Specifically, we are interested in debugging domain specific languages. We briefly describe this research before concluding the paper.
The software industry is under great pressure to reduce costs, increase quality and shorten development intervals while simultaneously creating products which are more customizable. Industry has found it difficult to meet these conflicting goals by building systems with conventional programming languages. Domain Specific Languages (DSL)'s, which are high-level languages with constructs tuned to express concepts in a specific application domain, have emerged as a viable approach. Entire applications can be generated from short scripts in a DSL. DSLs can be implemented either by compilation to a language like C or Java, or by interpretation. But once a DSL is implemented, developers using that DSL face a downstream problem: debugging applications written in DSLs. This problem has not received much attention.
DSL applications can be large. GENOA, for example, has been used for complex tasks such as control dependency analysis and path condition generation. Such GENOA programs can be hundreds of lines long, and include complex control flow ~nd data dependencies. In such cases, defects inevitably creep in. Defects cause various failures: bad output, infinite loops, or run-time errors such as popping an empty stack. When failures arise, the D-SL user may try to isolate the problem by reading the DSL program and mentally "simulating" its execution. This is hard to do for large programs. The user may also try inserting "print" statements to display intermediate state; but this requires repeated re-compilations, and risks leaving stowaway debugging "print"s in the final product! Interactive debugging is a powerful way to isolate defects in programs. However, debuggers are expensive and difficult to build, and it is typically not economically feasible to construct debuggers for each domain-specific language. So DSL users are typically left without interactive debugging facilities. The question arises, can we construct a reusable framework that can be leveraged to provide debugging support for different DSLs?
We approach this situation by first observing that all debuggers have several functions in common--first, a user interface (graphical or otherwise) allowing users to set break points at specific points in the code, and also to inspect the state of the application being debugged. They may also have an event pattern recognizer, which allows a specific pattern of events to observed. We also note [2] that several DSLs are implemented via interpreters. Our approach then, is to construct a retargetable debugging framework that can be attached to an existing interpreter for a DSL. This framework provides such common func-
[3] tionalities as a user interface, event pattern recognizer etc. This framework is attached to a specific interpreter much in the same way as GENOA is attached to a specific parser or AST builder. There is a retargeting subsystem, where one models the data structures used by a
[4] specific interpreter to represent the state of the running program. This model is constructed in a specification language similar to GENII. From this model, the retargeting m/tchinery is generated. The retargeting machinery then provides the debugging framework with a uniform, sim-
[5]
pie way to access the running program's state. Additional modifications to the interpreter will be required to enable the debugger to start and stop the interpreter at specific points in the interpreted program.
[6]
The advantages here are typical of a retargetable tool: First, there is a significant amount of code reuse. Both the interpreter and the debugging framework are leveraged. Second, the interpreter's entire run-time is available not only to inspect the running programs state, but
[7] potentially also to evaluate expressions, etc.
Several potential hurdles also exist. First, to simplify the retargetable tool framework, it is necessary to design a uniform, simple interface to the interpreter's runtime datastructures. This will bring with it some limitations on what aspects of the state can be inspected. Second,
[8] DSL interpreters axe likely to be closed legacy systems, without any consideration given to allowing reuse in a different context. There may be architectural reasons why some interpreters will not work with a given design for the debugging framework. This work is ongoing.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have identified some key obstacles to widespread adoption of tools. We focus on retargetability and inter-operability. We explore some of the advantages of retargetable tools, and describe some of the obstacles to retargetability. We present our experience with two retargetable tools, Chime and GENOA/GENII. Finally, we describe our current research with retargetable debuggers for DSLs.
There has been great innovation in software tools for verification, testing, metrics, coding standards etc. Retargetability is an important feature that will support more widespread exploitation of these innovations.
